SUMMER 2019 GAME CARD GOALS

Participant Name: ____________________________

See a librarian if you need help completing a goal.

**Read**
- Read about an astronaut and tell a Librarian an interesting fact you learned.
- Read a book that takes place in the past or in the future.
- Read in the dark with a flashlight.
- Read in a blanket fort or camp out in your backyard with a book.
- Read a book and then watch the movie.

**Use**
- Use a library database to learn about outer space. Share what you learned with a Librarian.

**Read**
- Read a book from the Illustrated Shorts collection.
- Read a book from the Mystery or Science Fiction collection.
- Read a book from the Non-Fiction section on a topic you don’t know much about.

**Listen**
- Listen to an audio book on a plane ride or road trip.
- Read a book published the year you were born.

**Learn**
- Learn the phases of the moon and draw a picture of each phase.
- Learn about different star constellations, find one in the night sky, and draw a picture to show a Librarian.

**Write**
- If you had a pen pal from another planet what cool things would you tell them about Earth? Write them down in a letter.
- Write a story for the Youth Room.

**Check**
- Check out a magazine from the Youth Room.

**Attend**
- Attend a Library program.

---

**Prizes** are awarded for every 5 goals you complete. Complete 20 goals to be entered into the Grand Prize drawing for a chance to win one of 3 great prizes! Prizes can be redeemed at the Youth Desk from Monday June 24th through Saturday, August 10th.
BOOK SUGGESTIONS

**Twinchantment** by Elise Allen – J FICTION ALLEN

**Countries of the World** by Mary Budzik – J 910 BUDZIK

**Mae Jemison: The First African American Woman in Space** by Magdalena Alagna – BIOGRAPHY JEMISON

**Sanity and Tallulah** by Molly Brooks – J GRAPHIC NOVEL BROOKS

**Ana María Reyes Does Not Live in a Castle** by Hilda Eunice Burgos – J FICTION BURGOS

**The Misfits Club** by Kieran Crowley – J MYSTERY CROWLEY

**Space: Visual Encyclopedia** by Dorling Kindersley, Inc. – J 520 SPACE

**Space Exploration** by Kelly Doudna – J 500.5 DOUDNA

**Last Day on Mars** by Kevin Emerson – J SCIENCE FICTION EMERSON

**The Last Last-Day-of-Summer** by Lamar Giles – J FICTION GILES

**UFOs: What Scientists Say May Shock You!** by N.B. Grace – J 001.942 GRACE

**Kids Who Are Changing the World** by Anne Jankeliowitch – J 363.7092 JANKELIOWITCH

**History’s Mysteries** by Kitson Jazynka – J 904 JAZYNKA

**How We Got to Now** by Steven Johnson – J 303.48 JOHNSON

**Armstrong: The Adventurous Journey of a Mouse to the Moon** by Torben Kuhlmann – J FICTION KUHLMANN

**The Time Museum** by Matthew Loux – J GRAPHIC NOVEL LOUX

**Planet Earth is Blue** by Nicole Panteleakos – J FICTION PANTELEAKOS

**Mindful Me** by Whitney Stewart – J 158.1 STEWART

**Almost Astronauts 13 Women Who Dared to Dream** by Tanya Lee Stone – J 629.45 STONE

**Space Dumplins** by Craig Thompson – J GRAPHIC NOVEL THOMPSON

**Neil Armstrong in His Own Words** by Ryan Nagelhout – J BIOGRAPHY ARMSTRONG

**The Space Race** by Nancy Ohlin – J 629.46 OHLIN

**You Can Fly: The Tuskegee Airmen** by Carole Boston Weatherford – J 811 WEATHERFORD